Over the years, there have been increasing intersections between religious claims and nationalism and their power to frame and govern world politics. When Politics Are Sacralized interdisciplinarily and comparatively examines the fusion between religious claims and nationalism and studies its political manifestations. State and world politics, when determined or framed by nationalism fused with religious claims, can provoke protracted conflict, infuse explicit religious beliefs into politics, and legitimize violence against racialized groups. This volume investigates how, through hegemonic nationalism, states invoke religious claims in domestic and international politics, sacralizing the political. Studying Israel, India, the Palestinian National Movement and Hamas, Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Iran, and Northern Ireland, the fourteen chapters engage with the visibility, performativity, role, and political legitimation of religion and nationalism. The authors analyze how and why sacralization affects political behaviors apparent in national and international politics, produces state-sponsored violence, and shapes conflict.
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Preface and Acknowledgments

Our initial interest in this project emerged from our research and personal involvement in the dynamics of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and our observations of its historical evolution. Each of us has studied, separately, over the years, wide-ranging facets of both Israeli and Palestinian societies and politics. Our academic careers span teaching and research in Israeli, Palestinian, and American universities. We both have personally witnessed the settler-colonial project in Palestine unfolding and expanding. Consequently, it was natural to turn our intellectual and academic interest to examining Zionism, its intellectual representation, and the justificatory system that enabled it for so long to conceal the essence of its settler-colonial project that is called the “Jewish state” in Palestine. Of central interest to us is not only the fact that religious claims are foundational to the Zionist movement, but also their current manifestations in state politics and the rise of what we call the religiously legitimized sacramental politics. This required opening a space for a genuine critical analysis to investigate the nature of this process in comparative perspective.

We came to this project, not as scholars of religion and nationalism per se, but more as involved scholars of a conflict in which the intertwining between religious claims and nationalism are transforming its dynamics. While mainstream discourse across the globe often invokes religion as a major reason for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the majority of Israelis and Palestinians have historically understood the conflict as fundamentally secular in nature – either national or settler colonial on the Palestinian side, or a conflict of liberating Eretz Yisrael (read Palestine) from foreigners on the Zionist side. Yet, in the past few decades, the apparent invocation of religious claims and interpretations and the role of religious players in the conflict have been on the rise, as evidenced by the increased infusion of religious claims into the local and global discourse and into state politics, particularly on the Israeli side and on the part of Hamas. Therefore, it was vital to examine the role religious claims are playing in Zionism as a political project.

This project, generously funded by the Henry Luce Foundation, focused on a number of cases worldwide in which such fusion affected state identity and
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politics. In conjunction with the Israeli case, our volume examines the cases of India, Sri Lanka, Serbia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Northern Ireland, and Palestine (with emphasis on Hamas). Under the auspices of the project, we invited leading scholars from different disciplinary positions and areas of expertise to engage in workshops or small conferences in Boston, New Delhi, Sarajevo, Johannesburg, Jerusalem, and Ramallah between 2014 and 2018 in order to develop a comparative research agenda about the cases selected for study. Out of these working meetings, the chapters that ultimately comprise this volume emerged.

We believe that this project has opened some space, as minor as it might be, for critical discussions among some international scholars on how the intertwining between religious claims and nationalism sacralizes the political. The project has facilitated a more nuanced, comparative analysis, with locally embedded and globally examined perspectives. If the sacralization of politics is about power relations where state policies use religious framing or religious claims to regulate some groups and entities and position others as exclusively entitled, how precisely are we to understand the way such ideological norms are produced and used to maintain and stabilize the material, psychological, and political apparatus of governance, and how can we engage with conflict studies under such complexities?

In the introductory chapter, we focus on the above questions and on how religious claims and nationalism are used by states to maintain and mobilize the machinery of power in general, and in certain types of conflict situations in particular. We argue that examining the sacralization of politics can expand our understanding of violations of human rights, violence of state and non-state actors, political justificatory systems, territorial greed, and colonial and settler-colonial structures and machineries of governance. Such an examination can help shed light not only on what happens when religious claims are invoked to promote racialized violence and enhance discriminatory systems of governance, but also on what is being constructed and affirmed politically.

The various chapters in this volume touch on all the above issues but not in any systematic comparative way. Different chapters focus on different manifestations of this fusion of religious claims and nationalism. The need for a comparative study with these manifestations at the center is still needed. The investigation provided new insights into the possibilities and pitfalls of conflict resolution efforts in sites afflicted by the interlocking of religious claims and nationalism manifest in the power structure. This volume doesn’t address this issue directly, but our analysis might provide guidance for future efforts, because it raises critical questions about the role of sacralized politics in constructing the matrix of power, how it justifies exclusion and violence, and the way it mobilizes global support.

Throughout the work on this project that culminated in this volume, we have learned a tremendous amount and been supported by wonderful scholars, including the contributors to this volume. Our enduring appreciation for accomplishing this book goes to Kate Rouhana for editing the entire volume with characteristic...
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